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Research Statement
1 Overview
The rapid increase of data and computa onal power in recent years has set new limits on what machine learning (ML)
can do. In natural language processing (NLP), the huge amount of text on theweb can enable computers to solvemore
complex problems such as automated knowledge extrac on and machine transla on. In biology, high-throughput
next-genera on sequencing technologies can lead us to a deeper understanding of biological mechanisms, helping to
enable personalized medicine and accelerate drug target discovery.

However, tradi onal ML frameworks o en cannot fully leverage these increasing resources. For example, while large
numbers of sentences are available in online repositories, it is expensive to annotate themwith the syntac c/seman c
structure required to train supervised NLP systems. In biology, microarray data o en correspond to different condi-
ons and experimental se ngs, and thus cannot be assumed to be independent and iden cally distributed. Further-

more, increased computa onal power largely comes via distributed clusters, requiring algorithms that can be easily
parallelized.

My research focuses on developing effec ve machine learning paradigms to tackle complex applica ons in the con-
text of modern data/computa onal resources, par cularly in NLP and systems biology. I strive to develop theoret-
ically principled and easily reproducible methods (o en with sta s cal guarantees of correctness) that are scalable
and give strong empirical results on real applica ons. Thus, my style balances between broad algorithmic frame-
works/abstrac ons and narrower domain/task-specific solu ons. In my research, this general methodology has man-
ifested itself in the context of the two following topics:

• Theme 1 - Spectral Probabilis c Modeling and Applica ons to Natural Language Processing (NLP) (PhD The-
sis): My thesis explores how viewing probabilis c modeling through the lens of linear algebra and tensors can
lead to theore cally principled and scalable solu ons for many learning problems. I exploited the connec on
between latent (hidden) structure in the data and low rank decomposi on to develop learning algorithms for a
variety of latent variable models, which unlike tradi onal techniques, have provable guarantees on correctness.
Empirically, our approaches are 1-2 orders of magnitude faster than exis ng methods while giving comparable
or be er performance.

In NLP, our method for unsupervised parsing is the first algorithm that has both theore cal guarantees and is
also prac cal, performing favorably to the CCM method of Klein and Manning [1]. I also developed power low
rank ensembles, a framework for languagemodeling that generalizes exis ng n-gram techniques to non-integer
n. It consistently outperforms state-of-the-art Kneser Ney baselines and can train on billion-word datasets in a
few hours (EMNLP 2014 best paper runner up).

• Theme 2 - High Dimensional Condi onal Network Es ma on and Applica ons to Uncovering Dynamic Gene
Interac ons: In this work, I developed algorithms to uncover the dynamic associa ons among a set of random
variables. Examples include gene interac ons that can change depending on whether the cell is normal or
cancerous, or evolving rela ons among financial stocks due to changing economic indicators like oil price. A key
challenge is that the number of variables is much larger than the sample size (the high dimensional se ng),
making accurate sta s cal es ma on of simple quan es such as covariance nontrivial. Our suite of methods
leverages the similari es among related condi ons of the dynamic process in a sta s cally principledmanner to
allow for robust es ma on in small sample size regimes (ISMB 2011 Best Paper in Transla onal Bioinforma cs).

We then employed one of our methods, Treegl, to inves gate the effect of various drugs on gene expression
networks in breast cancer. Our results show evidence of compensatorymechanisms consistent with clinical data
showing pa ent resistance to various an -cancer drugs.

In the following, Sec ons 2 and 3 describe Theme 1 while Sec ons 4 and 5 detail Theme 2. My future work (Sec on 6)
serves as further instan a ons of my general research goal of developing principled and effec ve ML frameworks for
complex applica ons. Specifically, I focus on two emerging areas, one in NLP and one in computa onal biology, that
I'm par cularly excited about and have done some preliminary work in.
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2 Spectral Learning Algorithms for Latent Variable Models (Theme 1)
Latent (hidden) variables can considerably increase probabilis c modeling power in many applica ons. As a toy exam-
ple, consider pa ents with various symptoms that visit a doctor's office. On the surface, these symptoms (observed
variables) may be dependent in complicated ways. However, the underlying illness (latent variable) provides a concise
explana on for these symptoms, and thus explicitly modeling this variable can lead to a compact representa on of
the data. Unfortunately, learning with latent variables is quite challenging. Most exis ng solu ons directly extend
paradigms for fully observed data to the latent case, which can o en lead to problems in both model design (e.g.
noniden fiability) as well as learning (NP-hard nonconvex op miza on problems with many local op ma). As a re-
sult, while learning techniques for fully observed data are consistent (the es mated parameters converge to the true
parameters as sample size increases), this is not generally true for tradi onal latent variable learning methods.

My thesis exploits the fact that latent variables encode low rank structure among observed variables. This allows
us to formulate learning in terms of linear algebra opera ons such as singular value decomposi on and overcom-
plete linear systems. Specifically, I developed spectral algorithms for learning latent tree graphical models [PSX11]
and low treewidth latent loopy models via junc on trees [PSI+12]. Unlike tradi onal methods such as Expecta on
Maximiza on (EM) [2], our approach is provably consistent and local-op ma-free. It achieves comparable or be er
performance to EM while being 1-2 orders of magnitude faster to train, and can also be generalized to non-Gaussian
con nuous distribu ons using kernel embeddings [SPX11].

At the me of this research, spectral learning was s ll a very nascent field, and exis ng works were mostly limited to
sequencemodels. A key contribu on of ourwork to the areawas our use of higher order tensor algebra, which allowed
us to develop approaches for more general graphical models. Subsequent works used similar tensor formula ons to
derive new spectral algorithms, par cularly for supervised latent variable parsing [3, 4]. Empirically, our work was one
of the first to formally evaluate the computa onal advantages of spectral learningmethods, an aspect that later works
also emphasized [5, 6].

3 Spectral Models for Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Theme 1)
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Figure 1: Summary of power low rank ensembles. The green matrix represents the
original bigram (2-gram) counts e.g. number of mes the sequence (decrepit, house)
appears in the dataset. This matrix is typically very sparse, giving inaccurate probability
es mates for rare sequences. The low rank, denser orange/red matrices were obtained
by transforming these counts using an elementwise power opera on and then taking low
rank approxima ons to represent coarser levels of dependence. Combining these quan-

es gives our more robust probability es mate on the le . The approach generalizes
to higher order n-grams using tensors (not shown).

Using these insights, I then approached la-
tent variable modeling for NLP from a linear
algebra perspec ve.

Spectral Unsupervised Parsing: The syn-
tac c structure (parse tree) of a sentence
serves as a key feature in many NLP appli-
ca ons. Unfortunately, it is o en expensive
to obtain syntac c annota ons on training
data, especially for resource-poor languages.
This has led to interest in unsupervised pars-
ing, training a parser using only unannotated
sentences that are abundant on the web.
However, in the unsupervised scenario, the
parse for each sentence is now a latent variable, making learning much more challenging. Exis ng solu ons suffer
from severe local op ma (e.g. performance can vary greater than 30 percentage points across random restarts). This
requires carefully cra ed heuris cs to achieve good performance, and effec veness can vary across languages.

I proposed a spectral approach for unsupervised parsing [PCX14] that leverages addi ve tree metrics from the phy-
logene cs community. Our method is the first algorithm that is both prac cal and also has theore cal guarantees
on correctness, performing favorably to the cons tuent context model [1], especially on Chinese where it achieves
double the accuracy for sentences of length ≥ 20.

Language Modeling with Power Low Rank Ensembles: Language modeling, the task of es ma ng the probability of
sequences of words, is an important component in many systems such as speech recogni on andmachine transla on.
While seemingly simple, the large vocabulary space and power law nature of language lead to a severe data sparsity
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problem, making parameter es ma on challenging. The predominant approach to language modeling is based on
n-grams, which assume that the choice of the current word only depends on the previous n − 1 words.

I developed power low rank ensembles (PLRE) [PSDX14], a framework for language modeling consis ng of collec ons
of low rank matrices and tensors that is described in Figure 1. By using an ensemble instead of a single low rank
approxima on, our method can model the fine-grained as well coarse aspects of language. Our approach generalizes
exis ng n-gram techniques (such as Kneser Ney smoothing) to non-integer n, while preserving their computa onal
scalability to billion-word datasets. It consistently outperforms state-of-the-art modified Kneser Ney baselines [7, 8]
in terms of perplexity on large corpora as well as on BLEU score in a downstream machine transla on task.

4 High Dimensional Condi onal Network Es ma on (Theme 2)
Consider the problem of recovering associa ons/dependencies among a large set of variables, such as genes in biol-
ogy, which can be visualized as a network where the ver ces are the variables and the edges are dependencies. In
many cases, these dependencies evolve as a func on of certain condi ons, such as gene interac ons that can change
depending on whether the cell is normal or cancerous, or evolving rela ons among financial stocks due to changing
economic indicators such as unemployment rate and oil price. Ideally, one would like to recover a different network
for each condi on, but this is sta s cally challenging due to the small sample size yet high dimensionality of the data.
For example, less than tenmeasurementsmay be available for each cell condi on, while there are thousands of genes,
making accurate es ma on of even simple quan es such as covariance challenging.

I developed a suite of methods that leverage high dimensional sta s cs to es mate these associa ons. Unlike tradi-
onal approaches that es mate the network for each condi on independently, our approach learns all the networks

jointly and leverages the similari es among them to considerably increases the accuracy of network reconstruc on
in small sample size se ngs. For example, one of our methods, Treegl [PWCX11], employs a convex total varia on
regularizer to penalize differences between the networks of adjacent states in a tree-shaped genealogy / lineage of
cells. I also developed methods to tackle related problems such as sample size heterogeneity [PWX14] and mul ple
network es ma on condi oned on a con nuous variable [KPX10].

5 Analysis of Breast Cancer Progression/Reversal (Theme 2)
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Figure 2: Concise summary of gene networks recovered by our method
Treegl on a breast cancer dataset. The line darkness between two gene
ontology groupsA andB is propor onal to the number of genes inA that
share an edge to those in B in the networks. S1 is a normal breast cell, T4
is a malignant cell, and MMP, PI3K-MAPKK, EGFR-ITGB1 are the resultant
states from applying different inhibitors (drugs). Plot produced using [9].

Weemployed ourmethod Treegl to analyze a breast can-
cer dataset that has five cell states: normal, malignant,
and three states each reverted by different drugs. Even-
though the dataset has only three samples per state, our
approach obtains biologically meaningful results that
give insight into drug effects on cancer [PCK+14].

We find that the recovered networks (see Figure 2 for an
overview) specific to the breast cancer cells reverted by
different drugs are enriched with pathways sugges ve
of compensatory effects, which agrees with clinical data
showing pa ent resistance to an cancer drugs. We also
explored network hubs, iden fying genes whose aber-
rant expression values are associated with low pa ent
survival rates and can poten ally be drug targets.

6 Future Work
In addi on to con nuing research in the above areas, I'm interested in other emerging domains that have garnered
considerable interest in applied communi es, but where few exis ng ML frameworks and abstrac ons exist. Below
are two areas that I'm especially excited about and have done some preliminary work in [PPT14, MBPX14].

Structured Predic on in Seman cs with Indirect Supervision: The abundance of unlabeled data but dearth of an-
notated data for complex structured predic on tasks in NLP (e.g. automa c ques on-answering, complex knowledge
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extrac on) has led to interest in learning with "indirect supervision". For example, consider a emp ng to automa -
cally extract pathway knowledge from biological literature. Annota ng training sentences with pathway informa on
requires a domain expert. However, there many online databases (e.g. KEGG [10]) that contain known pathway struc-
tures and can provide some guidance to learning algorithms. I recently developed the first approach that can extract
nested event (pathway) structures from text using only a database of such structures for guidance [PPT14].

However, while there is a lot of interest in indirect supervision from the NLP community, there are fewML abstrac ons
and frameworks available. Moreover, li le is understood from a theore cal perspec ve. What condi ons on the
database are required to obtain a consistent learning algorithm? Why are weakly supervised methods o en sensi ve
to training example complexity, performing be er if only simple sentences are used instead of the en re dataset? I
believe a deeper theore cal understanding and development of ML abstrac ons for indirect supervision can have a
large impact on many NLP tasks such as parsing, knowledge extrac on, and ques on-answering.

Leveraging Mul ple Data Sources in Biology: Biology is different from other domains in that sample acquisi on tech-
niques are s ll rela vely costly, making data more difficult to obtain. One poten al source of opportunity is the
availability of different types of samples that reflect related, but dis nct aspects of the underlying biology. For ex-
ample, in The Cancer Genome Atlas data repository (h p://cancergenome.nih.gov/), not only is gene expression data
available, but also soma cmuta on, DNAmethyla on, andmRNA sequence informa on. How canwe jointly leverage
these different data sources in a biologically as well as sta s cally valid manner? I'm currently mentoring a student,
Micol Marche -Bowick, in exploring this area and our preliminary work proposes a hybrid subspace learning so-
lu on [MBPX14] that recovers a combina on of common, low rank and source-specific, sparse representa ons for
different data types.

However, the problem is far from solved. How to effec vely use such representa ons in downstream tasks? What
are the theore cal trade-offs associated with leveraging a larger amount of very heterogeneous data compared to a
smaller amount of more homogeneous data? I believe that answering these ques ons can have a considerable impact
on many applica ons such as integra ve analysis of cancer and personalized medicine.
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